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Abstract:
Two-part of verb and particle that used make new sentences and meaning is a phrasal 
verb. This research aims to find out types of English phrasal verbs that are used in the 
famous song in Tik Tok, to find out types of English phrasal verbs. The data that is used 
is the words that contain types of phrasal verbs in lyric famous songs in Tik Tok. This 
Research belongs to descriptive qualitative. The collecting data the writers used a non-
interactive method. The total number of the sample is 23 65% transitive phrasal verb, 
11 or 35% intransitive phrasal verb, types of English phrasal verbs that are used the most 
frequently in 10 famous songs in Tik Tok is a transitive phrasal verb with 23 data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this quarantine period, all activities must be work from home. A variety of 

activities such as office work, school work, sports, playing social media, etc. although 
there are many activities, we still feel bored to anticipate it we can play tik tok. Tik tok 
is a social media application made by China in 2016 and there is a feature to make 
a video about 15 seconds with background music or popular songs. Usually, they 
upload dance videos and freestyle to express themselves, and also, they can increase 
the creativity in editing videos that they made. Easily using Tik tok application then 
attracts the interest of teenagers and others, so that it becomes viral like during this 
pandemic. As for songs that are popular in Tik tok such as Like That by Doja Cat feat 
Gucci Mane, Boss Bitch by Doja Cat, Play Date by Melanie Martinez, I Like U So 
Much You’ll Know It by Ysabelle (English Cover), Death Bed by Powfu, Supalonely 
by BENEE feat Gus Dapperton, Queen of Disaster by Lana Del Rey-, Make You 
Mine Public, Hush by Yellow Claw & Weird Genius ft Reikko, Yummy by Justin 
Bieber.

Tik tok songs also use foreign languages, especially the most widely used in 
English. Learning English is also important because English is an international 
language. Richard and Schmidt (2010: 251-252) cited in Muh. Saeful Effendi 
(2017) states that grammar is the structure of language and in that language, there are 
words and phrases to form sentences. Grammar indirectly makes sentences perfect or 
becomes sentences that are following the structure of the English Language. Not only 
Grammar but also students must be mastered Vocabulary in Learning English. We 
can understand the meaning, Vocabulary helps learn four skills in English Language, 
vocabulary is an important component for expressing meaning in foreign language 
learning through receptive and productive skills (Mehring, 2005, Carpenter & 
Olson, 2011 cited in Elsa). Learning Vocabulary can improve the choice of words 
that are suitable in certain situations and to make unusual sentences students must 
learn Phrasal Verbs. 

Based on McCarthy (2007) states that a phrasal verb is a verb and two particles 
(an adverb or a preposition). A phrasal verb can replace the use of words that originally 
used to be extraordinary, looks elegant such as “find” be “find out” or “exit” be “come 
out”. Furthermore, prepositions or particle information must be present in the 
phrasal verb, such as back, up, down, around, round, away, at, about, for, into, off, 
on, out, over, though, to (McCarthy & O’Dell, 2004.9) cited in Rana. The phrasal 
verb has a grammar pattern that is followed by a human object as in “ask somebody 
out” or “ask out somebody” as in the sentence “I really want to ask ann out” and ask 
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my cat out which is illogical and incorrect (McCarthy & O’Dell, 2004.9) cited in 
Rana. Other experts, based on Koprowski (2005) cited in Junyu state that phrasal 
verb is a phrase that has a verb supported by prepositions and adverbs, has a different 
meaning to each part. Through comprehension of a phrasal verb, we can explore the 
meaning in the tik tok songs. There are plenty of variations of language that can be 
found in the song. The Phrasal verb also can affect lexical studies which also discuss 
phrasal verbs and idioms. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 The Definition of Tik Tok
Tik tok is a social media application made in China and Tik tok’s founder 

was zhang yiming in 2012 but the name of tiktok is Douyin. In 2017 using 
tiktok and launching for iOS and Android, there is a feature to make a video 
about 15 seconds with background music or popular songs. Usually, they upload 
dance videos and freestyle to express themselves, and also, they can increase the 
creativity in editing videos that they made. While the lyric song is a group of 
words form a bait that creates a song and conveys the meaning of the writer. 

2.2 The Definition of Phrasal verb
According to Rawdon Wyatt (2006) state that a verb has two-part, there 

are a verb and an adverb or preposition. The other name we called particles 
uses in a phrasal verb. Most phrasal verbs are formed from the small of a verb 
(get, go come, put and set) and the small of particles (away, out, off, in, and 
up). According to McCarthy (2007) state that phrasal verbs is a verb and two 
particles (an adverb or a preposition). A phrasal verb can replace the use of 
words that originally used to be extraordinary. In another expert, states that a 
phrasal verb is a phrase that has a verb supported by prepositions and adverbs 
has a different meaning to each part. 

Based on Gairns and Redman (2011), they addressed consist of two or 
three words that form a as verb and particles. It has a different meaning from as 
verb and particle. Phrasal verb divided into Transitive and intransitive

2.3  Types of Phrasal Verbs
First, intransitive phrasal verb is does not need an object. The Example 

“You’re driving too fast. You ought to slow down”. Second, transitive phrasal 
verb is must have an object. The object has two position, Between verb and 
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particles. The example “I think I’ll put my jacket on”. The other position after 
the particle, the example “I think I’ll put on my jacket.

The third is transitive phrasal verb where the object between the verb 
and particles. The examples “our latest design set our company apart from our 
rivals”. The fourth is transitive phrasal verbs where objects comes after particles. 
The examples “John takes after his mother”. The fifth is transitive phrasal verb 
with two objects, one after the verb one after particles. The example “They put 
their success down to good planning”. 

2.4  The Contribution of Characters Movie in Teaching Drama
Based on my research the types of phrasal verb found in the famous songs in 

Tik Tok. The contribution to the topic of learning Lexical Studies II, giving an 
explanation or more knowledge about the types of phrasal verb analyzed in the 
famous Tik Tok song. These phrasal verbs found in songs used in Tik Tok can be 
used as updated examples in teaching. Analyzing character values in drama has 
been elaborated by Susanto (2107). In his research he said about incorporating 
character values in english class through mini-drama performance.

2. RESEARCH METHODS
Based on Cohen (2007:168) there are a few purposes of qualitative research, 

that are, description and reporting, the creation of key concepts, theory generation, 
and testing. The design of this study is descriptive. Descriptive research is focused on 
what is appears in lined with some antecedent even that affected a current condition 
(Cohen, 2000 cited in Lusken). 

3.1  Data sources
In thus study, the researcher takes the data from famous songs in Tik Tok. 

3.2  Research Instrument
The writer used the qualitative audio technique to collect the data. 

According to Cressweell (2014) Qualitative audio technique is taken form 
photographs, art objects, videotapes, website main pages, e-mail, text messages, 
social media text, or any forms of sound. The writer only takes types of phrasal 
verb on famous songs in Tik Tok. 

3.3  Data Analysis Technique
The writer analyzed used step of analysis Miles and huberman,2014) 

using data selecting, data display and conclusion. In analyzing this research, the 
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writer used Tik Tok application and looking for famous songs that were widely 
used to make videos on Tik Tok. Then, the writer looks for 10 selected song 
lyrics and chooses which will be grouped into 2 types of phrasal verbs, namely 
transitive and intransitive. 

The identified data inferred of a phrasal verb were qualified based on the 
theory. The theory of Rawdon Wyatt (2006) said that a verb has two-part, there 
are a verb and an adverb or preposition. In this study, the data analyzed by the      
phrasal verb. The writer downloads the song and finds out the lyric for 10 songs 
famous in Tik Tok. then, the writer listening and selecting or sorting the lyric 
by the title song.

The next step was numbering. In this section, the writer gave a list of the 
total number that has been found in table form. The next step was grouping. 
Data that was already on the list before are classified based on its type. In 
identified, the writer identified the lyric whether transitive because in the lyric 
there is object and a particle, for intransitive in the lyric, have an object but 
there is no an object. In the last is data display, the writer shows the result of 
this study in a table, 23 (65%) transitive and 11 intransitives (35%). Percentage 
calculation is intended to see the comparison of the number of data frequencies. 
The presentation is obtained by calculating the number of data frequencies 
associated with 100%, the formula below
P=f/n  x 100%
P = Percentages
F = Frequency of types phrasal verb 
N = Number of total phrasal verb

3. FINDINGS 
In this section, the writer shows the result of the data that have been analyzed. 

The data source of this research was gotten from 10 famous songs in Tik tok, they were 
Doja Cat feat Gucci Mane-Like That, Doja Cat-Boss Bitch, Melanie Martinez-Play 
Date, Ysabelle (English Cover)-I Like U So Much You’ll Know It, Powfu-Death Bed, 
BENEE feat Gus Dapperton-Supalonely, Lana Del Rey-Queen of Disaster, Public-
Make You Mine, Yellow Claw & Weird Genius ft Reikko - Hush, Justin Bieber-
Yummy. The writer found 23 transitive and 11 intransitive phrasal verbs analyzed.
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4.1. The types of phasal verb
For classify phrasal verbs found in my research, the theory of Rawdon 

Wyatt (2006) states that phrasal verbs are verb has two-part, there are verb and 
preposition or particle. Phrasal verb divide into 2 transitive and intransitive, 
transitive is have an object and particle, intransitive is have a particle but there is 
no object. In my research found 23 transitive and 11 intransitive phrasal verbs. 
The data as follows:
No Title Transitive Intransitive
1 Doja Cat feat Gucci Mane-Like That 3 5
2 Melanie Martinez-Play Date 2 0
3 Doja Cat-Boss Bitch 4 1

4
Ysabelle (English Cover)-I Like U So 
Much You’ll Know It

1 0

5 Powfu-Death Bed 5 0
6 BENEE feat Gus Dapperton-Supalonely 1 2
7 Lana Del Rey-Queen of Disaster 1 0
8 Public-Make You Mine 1 0

9
Yellow Claw & Weird Genius ft Reikko 
– Hush

2 2

10 Justin Bieber-Yummy 2 2
Total 23 11
Percentage 65% 35%
Total percentage 100%

 It can be seen that from 10 famous songs in Tik tok had been analyzed, the 
writer found 23 or 68% transitive phrasal verb and 11 or 32% intransitive verb.

5.  Discussions 
Phrasal verb is two part of verb and particle, divided into 2 types are Transitive 

and Intransitive. Two types of a phrasal verb can be explained as follows: 
At the first song Doja Cat feat Gucci Mane-Like That. The writer found 3 

transitive and 5 intransitive phrasal verbs. The example of the transitive phrasal verb 
“And I’m a turn off all my phones” in this lyric includes transitive and inseparable 
phrasal verb there is an object come after preposition off, then, the second example 
transitive phrasal verb “‘Cause I just can’t front when I look at you” in this lyric 
includes transitive and inseparable phrasal verb there is object come after preposition 
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at. The third example of transitive phrasal verb “Jumpin’ off the top rope, got ‘em tag 
teamin’” in this lyric includes transitive and inseparable phrasal verb there is an object 
come after preposition off.

The example of the intransitive phrasal verb “You know I hate it when I’m left 
on read” left on is expressed in this lyric includes intransitive because there is no 
object. The second example of the intransitive phrasal verb “Putting on a show, I got 
the whole crowd screaming” in this lyric includes intransitive because in the lyric 
there is no direct object. the third example of intransitive phrasal verb “But he make 
it all up in the bed” in this lyrics there is no object, just verb and particle. The fourth 
example of intransitive phrasal verb “And he take me out, dinin’ on nothin’ but the 
best” in this lyris the object not found, just verb “take” and particle “out”. The fifth 
example of intransitive phrasal verb “Got me walkin’ off the scene” the object not 
found in this lyric.

At the second song Melanie Martinez-Play Date. This song found 2 transitive 
phrasal verbs and there is no intransitive phrasal verb. The example of the transitive 
phrasal verb “You call me on the telephone” in this lyric includes transitive separable 
phrasal verb because the object comes between verb and particle. In the second 
example of the transitive phrasal verb “Wake up in your bedroom” the object comes 
after particle and the lyric includes a transitive inseparable phrasal verb.

At the third song Doja Cat-Boss Bitch. the writer got 4 transitive and 1 
intransitive phrasal verb. An example of the transitive phrasal verb in this song “Said, 
I took it and I ran for it” the lyric includes a transitive inseparable phrasal verb 
because there is an object and come after particle for. The second example of the 
transitive phrasal verb “I run it and I stand on it” the writer found the object after 
particle on and includes transitive inseparable phrasal verb. The third example of 
transitive phrasal verb “Shine bright, finna put a tan on” the lyric has object “tan”, 
verb “put” and particle “on”. The fourth example of transitive phrasal verb “Money 
on the floor when we dance on it” in this lyric the object “it” after verb “dance” and 
particle “on”. The example of intransitive phrasal verb “Shook up the bottom, made 
a good girl pop” in this lyric there is no direct object.

At the fourth song, Ysabelle (English Cover)-I Like U So Much You’ll Know It. 
The writer found 1 transitive phrasal verb and there is no intransitive phrasal verb. 
The example of the transitive phrasal verb “Though sometimes when life brings me 
down” the lyric includes transitive separable phrasal verb because the object comes 
between verb and particle.
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At the fifth song Powfu-Death Bed. In this song, the writer found 5 transitive 
phrasal verbs and there is no intransitive phrasal verb. The example of the transitive 
phrasal verb “It’ll get you up” the lyric includes transitive separable phrasal verb 
because the object comes between verb and particle. The second example of the 
transitive phrasal verb “When me and you were younger you would always make me 
cheer up” in this lyric object comes before particle and includes transitive inseparable 
phrasal verb. The third example of transitive phrasal verb “and going out of bed” 
the lyric includes transitive separable phrasal verb because the object “bed” comes 
between verb “going” and particle “out”. The fourth example of transitive phrasal 
verb “but I won’t make it off this bed” in this lyric object comes after particle “off” 
and includes transitive inseparable phrasal verb. The fifth example of Transitive 
phrasal verb “You would jump into my arms every time you heard a bark” the object 
comes after particle “into”.

At the six song BENEE feat Gus Dapperton-Supalonely. The writer found 1 
transitive and 2 intransitive phrasal verbs. In the example of the transitive phrasal 
verb “I would hate to mess things up” includes a transitive separable phrasal verb 
and the object comes between verb and particle. The example of the intransitive 
phrasal verb “I know I fucked up, I’m just a loser” the lyric has no object. The second 
example of intransitive phrasal verb “Water pouring down from the ceiling” in this 
lyric just verb and particle there is no added object.

At the seven song Lana Del Rey-Queen of Disaster. The writer got 1 transitive 
phrasal verb and there is no intransitive phrasal verb in this song. The example of 
the transitive phrasal verb “Painted on my soul, it was indelible” the lyric includes 
transitive inseparable phrasal verb and the object comes after particle.

At the eight song Public-Make You Mine. In this song there is 1 transitive 
phrasal verb and there is no intransitive phrasal verb. The example of the transitive 
phrasal verb “Put your hand in mine” the lyric has an object comes between verb and 
particle; the lyric includes a transitive separable phrasal verb.

At the ninth song Yellow Claw & Weird Genius ft Reikko – Hush. The writer 
found 2 transitive and 2 intransitive phrasal verbs. The example of the transitive 
phrasal verb “When you got into my brain” the lyric includes transitive inseparable 
phrasal verb and the object comes after particle into. The second example of the 
transitive phrasal verb “I get my hopes up for you” the lyrics have an object after 
particle up. includes transitive separable phrasal verb.

The example of intransitive phrasal verb “Go mess up another” in this lyric 
there is no object. The second example of the intransitive phrasal verb “You’ve been 
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mappin’ out the moves “includes intransitive phrasal verb because have no object.
The last song Justin Bieber-Yummy. This song there are 2 transitive phrasal 

verbs and 2 intransitive phrasal verbs. The example of the transitive phrasal verb 
“Hop in the Lambo’, I’m on my way” the object comes after particle in and the lyric 
includes transitive inseparable phrasal verb. The second example of transitive phrasal 
verb “Drew House slippers on with a smile on my face “there is an object before verb 
and includes transitive inseparable phrasal verb.

The example of the intransitive phrasal verb “Ain’t in no stable, no, you stay 
on the run” the lyric has no object. The second example of intransitive phrasal verb 
“Standing up, keep me on   a rise” the object not found in this lyric.

Based on my research the types of phrasal verb found in the famous songs 
in Tik Tok. The contribution to the topic of learning Lexical Studies II, giving an 
explanation or more knowledge about the types of phrasal verb analyzed in the 
famous Tik Tok song. These phrasal verbs found in songs used in Tik Tok can be 
used as updated examples in teaching.

6. CONCLUSION
After analysing the types of phrasal verbs in the famous songs in tik tok it can be 

concluded that in tik tok song there are types of phrasal verbs which are divided into 
2, namely transitive and intransitive phrasal verb. Transitive phrasal verb (23 data) 
and intransitive (11 data). The types of phrasal verb fun in the famous songs in Tik 
Tok amounted to 34 data. The types of phrasal verb that is the most frequently used 
is a transitive phrasal verb with 23 data, the writer also found the lyric that includes 
separable (9) and inseparable (14). 

Based on the research the types of phrasal verb found in the famous songs in 
Tik Tok that I have found 23 data transitive phrasal verb and 11 data intransitive 
phrasal verbs in 34 famous tiktok song are in relation with previous research An 
Analysis of English Phrasal Verb Types Found in Maroon 5’s Album Song About 
Jane (2002) analysed types of phrasal verb found 11 data separable phrasal verb, 13 
data inseparable phrasal verb and 15 data intransitive phrasal verb. In the song we 
found new vocabulary and more interest to learn the phrasal verb. Both researches are 
equally analysed the types of a phrasal verb, the difference is on media. My research 
using Tik Tok song for the previous research using album song from maroon 5.

Based on the purposes and the findings revealed in this study, the writer would 
propose some suggestion for lectures, this research can be used as a reference for 
lectures to conduct self-evaluation of why there are still many students who find it 
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difficult to understand the phrasal verb and types of a phrasal verb. The solution to this 
case is by adding more modern teaching materials, such as teaching phrasal verbs and 
types of phrasal verbs through popular songs in Tik Tok application, it can increase 
students’ interest because Tik Tok Is an application that if often used by teenagers and 
adult. From this self-evaluation, lectures can make good strategic changes to improve 
teaching phrasal verbs to students that might be better understood by students, for 
students, can take the benefits from this study. Students can gain more knowledge 
about phrasal verb and types of phrasal verbs by reading this research, students get 
more explanations about the definition and the types of phrasal verbs, Students can 
study about a phrasal verb infamous song used in Tik Tok, for Further researcher, can 
gain the knowledge about phrasal verb. Furthermore, it can be a reference to those 
who are going to make a study on the same topic as the writer did. 
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